Role of wave-particle resonance in turbulent transport in toroidal plasmas
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Abstract
A clear understanding of wave-particle interaction and associated transport mechanisms of different particle species in the drift wave instabilities is important for accurate modeling and predictions of plasma confinement properties in tokamaks. In particular, the roles of linear resonance and nonlinear scattering in turbulent transport need to be delineated when constructing reduced transport models. First-principle, global gyrokinetic simulations find that electron particle and heat transport decreases to a very low level, while ion heat transport level has no dramatic change when wave-particle resonance is suppressed in the collisionless trapped electron mode (CTEM) turbulence. On the other hand, ion heat transport in the self-consistent ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence simulation is qualitatively similar to that in the test-particle simulation using the static ITG turbulence fields. These simulation results show that electron transport is primarily driven by the wave-particle resonance in the CTEM turbulence, and the ion transport is mostly driven by the nonlinear wave-particle scattering in both the CTEM and ITG turbulence.
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1. Introduction

Turbulent transport in tokamak plasmas is often induced by microturbulence (Horton 1999) excited by unstable electrostatic drift waves such as ion temperature gradient (ITG) or collisionless trapped electron mode (CTEM) instabilities (Tang 1978). ITG instability can be driven by the ITG, which mainly cause ion heat loss. CTEM turbulence is linearly driven by the resonance between the drift-wave and the toroidal precession of the trapped electrons (Roach et al 1995), which causes electron heat and particle loss. While the nonlinear saturation of the drift wave instability is typically a fluid process of wave–wave interactions such as self-regulation by zonal flows (Lin et al 1998, Dimits et al 2000) or nonlinear toroidal coupling (Chen et al 2005, Lin et al 2005), kinetic processes often dominate over fluid processes (e.g. eddy mixing) for the turbulent transport in the high-temperature fusion plasmas (Diamond et al 2010, Horton 2012, Weiland and Zagorodny 2019). In the nearly collisionless and wave-dominated electrostatic turbulence, transport carried by the random ExB drifts of charged particles can be regulated by the kinetic wave-particle decorrelation (Lin 2007a) or by the fluid eddy mixing (Xiao and Lin 2009, 2011) depending on the particle species and plasma regimes such as tokamak core (Rhodes et al 2002) or edge (Diallo and Laggner 2021). The
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clear understanding of the wave-particle interaction and associated transport mechanisms of different particle species in the drift wave instabilities is important for accurate modeling and predictions of the plasma confinement properties in future tokamak devices such as ITER (ITER website, Hender et al 2007) and SPARC (SPARC website).

In the kinetic picture, the turbulent transport driven by the low-frequency microturbulence in the axisymmetric tokamak arises from breaking of one or both of the bounce (second, longitudinal) and the precession (third, toroidal canonical angular momentum) adiabatic invariants associated with guiding center quasi-periodic motions parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the magnetic field lines (White 2001). In the collisionless plasmas, the breaking of the adiabatic invariants can be induced by either linear resonance of wave-particle interactions or nonlinear scattering of the guiding centers by the waves. The linear resonance occurs when wave frequency matches the guiding center bounce or precessional frequency, and the breaking of the adiabatic invariants is independent of the wave amplitude (Ishimaru 1978). The nonlinear scattering can induce nonlinear resonance, which can in turn regulate the nonlinear dynamics of the wave (Hahm and Chen 1995). To achieve chaotic orbits through nonlinear scattering, the wave amplitude needs to be large enough for the breaking of adiabatic invariants, and the spatial scale of the turbulence eddy also affects the eddy rotation time and transport levels (Horton 1999, Lin et al 2002, Xiao and Lin 2009). The relative contributions of the linear resonance and nonlinear scattering could depend on both the specific resonance condition and turbulence intensity. The quasilinear transport models (Wei lanz and Zagorodny 2019) only take into account the linear resonance, but ignore the nonlinear scattering. Improved resonance broadened quasilinear models simplify the nonlinear effects in the wave-particle interaction processes as a broadening function for the resonance condition in the quasilinear operator (Berk et al 1995, Gorelenkov et al 2018). On the other hand, static turbulence fields are used to calculate test particle transport in some Monte-Carlo analyzes (Qin et al 2002, Kim et al 2017, Zhu et al 2018), which implicitly assume that nonlinear scattering dominates over linear resonance in driving the turbulent transport. These assumptions need to be verified in self-consistent simulations by treating both linear resonance and nonlinear scattering on an equal footing. For example, experimental measurement predictions using quasi-linear transport model is found inadequate for quantitative comparison with ITER-relevant JET experimental results (Garcia et al 2019).

Here we study the relative importance of the two mechanisms for ions and electrons by comparing transport levels driven by self-consistent microturbulence and by static turbulence fields recorded from self-consistent gyrokinetic simulations (Lee 1983, Brizard and Hahm 2007). In this work, we study the linear and nonlinear wave-particle interactions in the ITG and CTEM turbulences in the tokamak. First-principles global gyrokinetic simulations of electrostatic ITG and CTEM turbulence are carried out using gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC), which has extensively been applied to study the microturbulences (Lin et al 1998, Lin et al 2007a, Xiao and Lin 2009), energetic particle turbulent transport (Zhang et al 2008, 2012), and kinetic MHD turbulences (Dong et al 2019) in core and edge plasmas (Xie et al 2017). Linear resonance is driven by frequency matching between the wave and particle orbital motion, and can be suppressed when the turbulence fields are set static with zero frequency. Particle scattering effects are still present in static fields as long as the spatial variation of the fields are unchanged. To study the relative contributions of the linear resonance and nonlinear scattering, we compare the turbulent transport in the fully self-consistent ITG and CTEM turbulence simulations incorporating both transport mechanisms and in test-particle simulations that suppress the wave-particle resonance by using static turbulence fields. Simulation results show that in the CTEM turbulence, when wave-particle resonance is suppressed, electron heat and particle transport decreases to a very low level, while ion heat transport level has no dramatic change. Similarly, ion heat transport in the test-particle simulation using the static ITG turbulence fields also exhibits only quantitative difference from that in the self-consistent ITG turbulence simulation. These simulation results show that electron transport is primarily driven by the wave-particle precessional resonance in the CTEM turbulence, but the ion transport is mostly regulated by the nonlinear wave-particle scattering in both the CTEM and ITG turbulence.

These findings can be useful in transport analysis and predictions in the plasma core and edge. More importantly, the physics picture of electron and ion transport mechanisms in the ITG and CTEM turbulence can help in designing and validating the models for turbulent transport in tokamak plasmas. For example because electrons can stay persistently in the precessional resonance due to the weak radial dependence of the precessional frequency, electron transport in the CTEM turbulence is fluid-like, which cannot be modeled accurately by the quasilinear theory (Xiao and Lin 2009). Transport mechanisms in the ITG and CTEM turbulence are studied in sections 2 and 3, respectively. Section 4 is the summary.

2. ITG turbulence

Gyrokinetic simulations using GTC utilize particle-in-cell methods to calculate the wave particle interactions with full non-local and kinetic effects. At each time step in the simulations, the particle equations of motion are solved along with the perturbed gyrokinetic equation and Poisson’s equation for the perturbed electrostatic field. To study the ITG turbulence, the global GTC simulations use representative tokamak plasmas with concentric flux-surfaces and the following local parameters at a radial position $r = 0.5a$, $R/L_a = 6.9$, $T_i/R_a = 2.2$, $q = 1.4$, $s = 0.78$, $T_i/T_e = 1$ and $a/R = 0.36$. Here, $R$ and $a$ are the major and minor radii, $L_T$ and $L_a$ are the ion temperature and density gradient scale lengths, $T_i$ and $T_e$ are the ion and electron temperatures, respectively, $q$ is the safety factor and $s$ is the magnetic shear. The profile for the safety factor is $q = 0.581 + 1.092(r/a) + 1.092(r/a)^2$ and for the temperature and density gradients is $\exp\{-[(r - 0.5a)/0.32a]^2\}$. The boundary condition of the perturbed electrostatic potential $\delta \phi$ is enforced at $r < 0.1a$ and $r > 0.9a$. The size of the tokamak
used in the simulation is $a = 250\rho_i$, where $\rho_i = v_i/\Omega_i$ is the ion gyroradius, $v_i = (T_i/m_i)^{1/2}$ is the ion thermal speed, $\Omega_i$ is the ion gyrofrequency, and $m_i$ is the ion mass. The GTC global field-aligned mesh consists of 64 parallel grids and a set of unstructured radial and poloidal grids with a perpendicular grid size of $\rho_i$. The time step is $0.2L_i/v_i$. In the ITG simulations, ions are governed by the gyrokinetic equation (Brizard and Hahm 2007) and electrons are assumed to be adiabatic.

In the self-consistent nonlinear electrostatic simulations using the plasma parameters described above, the ITG is the dominant instability. The time evolution of the ITG-induced transport is shown in figure 1 in the solid blue line. The self-consistent heat flux $q = \int dv_i (3/2)m_i v_i^2 - T_i \delta v_{E,B} \delta f$ is used to define the effective ion heat conductivity $\chi_i$ by using the relation $q = -n_0 \chi_i \nabla T$, where $v$ is the particle velocity, $\delta v_{E,B}$ is the radial component of the gyroaveraged ExB drift, and $\delta f$ is the perturbed particle distribution function. The ITG instability first grows exponentially in the linear regime until around $t = 70 R_0/v_i$, and then saturates due to the self-regulation by zonal flows. Finally, the turbulence is fully developed and the ion heat conductivity reaches an amplitude on the order of $\omega \sim 2.3v_i/R_0$. The observed GAM frequency is in agreement with the earlier theory (Zonca and Chen 2008) and simulation (Hallatschek and Biskamp 2001). To test the role of the self-consistent zonal flows, we perform the same simulations of the ITG turbulence by fixing both the zonal flow and the non-zonal components of the turbulence fields. The change in ion heat flux is qualitatively the same, as shown in figure 1(b). In the following context, ‘fixed fields’ and ‘static fields’ refer to the static non-zonal component of the turbulence fields. Note that we chose a restart time to fix the fields after the turbulent transport level saturates. When we pick a different restart time to freeze the turbulence fields, the simulation results are qualitatively the same for ITG. Figure 1(b) also shows an ITG simulation with slightly different initial conditions and different restart time at around $t = 150 R_0/v_i$, where both zonal and non-zonal components become static.

To verify that the test particle transport is induced by the ExB scatterings, we examine the phase space structure of $\chi_i$, for the self-consistent and test-particle simulations in figure 1(a). Since ion transport is diffusive in the ITG turbulence, the phase space structure of the ion heat conductivity can be calculated accurately through the ion mobility $D_{eff}$, defined as:

$$D_{eff} = \frac{1}{2N\Delta t} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta r_i^2, \tag{1}$$

where $\Delta r_i = r_i(t + \Delta t) - r_i(t)$ is the radial displacement of the guiding centers, and $i = [1,N]$ denotes the particle label. Equation (1) is valid for any time separation $\Delta t$ that is longer than the effective wave-particle decorrelation time. Time history of $D_{eff}$ is indeed proportional to the ion heat conductivity $\chi_i$, which further verifies the diffusive nature of the ion transport.

Figure 2 shows the phase space $(E, \lambda)$ structure of the ion mobility averaged over $\Delta t = 25 R_0/v_i$ in the nonlinear regime of the ITG turbulence with self-consistent fields (panel a) and with fixed fields (panel b), color scale represents $D_{eff}$. 

Figure 1. Time history of ion heat conductivity $\chi_i$ with self-consistent dynamic fields (blue) and static non-zonal fields (black) in the nonlinear regime are shown in (a). The ion heat conductivity from the static fields is reduced by around a factor of two compared with that from the self-consistent fields. Panel (b) shows $\chi_i$ in two simulations with static non-zonal fields and zonal flow since earlier (black) and later (blue) in the nonlinear regime.
Figure 2. Phase space (E, λ) structure of ion mobility $D_{\text{eff}}$ in the ITG nonlinear regime with self-consistent fields (a) and with fixed fields (b). The dashed black lines represent constant $k_\theta \rho$ values. The phase space cut for the deeply trapped particles is shown solid black line in panels (c) and (d) in the self-consistent field and fixed field respectively, demonstrating good agreement with analytic results of the gyro-averaging (red line). Drift kinetic test particle mobility is also shown in dashed line in panels (c) and (d).

Here, $\lambda = \mu B_0 \rho / E$ is a pitch-angle $\xi$ related variable, where $B_0$ is the equilibrium on axis magnetic field, and $\xi = v_B / v$. We find that the constant $D_{\text{eff}}$ curves in the ($E, \Box \lambda$) phase space fit very well to the constant-$k_\theta \rho$ curves for both the self-consistent fields and the fixed fields. This indicates that the breaking of the constants of motion in both cases is due to the ExB drifts, which exhibits the phase space structure only in the form of $k_\theta \rho$ through the gyro-averaging of the turbulence fields. To further verify that the structure of panels (a) and (b) comes from the gyro-averaging for the gyrocenters, we take a cut of the ($E, \Box \lambda$) phase space for the deeply trapped particles with $-0.1 < \xi < 0.1$. Panels (c) and (d) show that the ion mobility (black curves) fits almost perfectly with the analytic results of the gyro-averaging (red curves), i.e., the square of the Bessel function $\langle J_0^2(k_\perp \rho) \rangle / \langle J_0^2(k_\perp \rho_0) \rangle$ for both the self-consistent fields and the fixed fields. Here $k_\perp = \sqrt{k_\theta^2 + k_\rho^2}$ is the perpendicular wave number and $< \ldots >$ is average over the poloidal field spectrum. $k_\theta$ and $k_\rho$ are chosen with fixed weight in this calculation according to the 1D poloidal and toroidal spectrum. Figure 3 shows the 1D poloidal and radial spectrums for ITG in panel (a) and CTEM in panel (b). Since in ITG turbulence the average $k_\rho$ is much smaller than $k_\theta$, rendering the correction from $k_\rho$ to $k_\perp$ very small. In the CTEM turbulence discussed in the next section, $k_\parallel / k_\parallel = 0.6$, as shown in panel (b) of figure 3, bringing a 20% correction to $k_\perp$. Furthermore, we measured the ion mobility by using test guiding centers without the gyro-averaging processes. These test guiding centers do not feed back to the turbulence fields, and therefore do not affect the turbulence dynamics. The ion mobility measured from the test guiding centers shown in dashed curves in panels (c) and (d) of figure 2 is indeed almost uniform in both self-consistent fields and in fixed fields. The phase space structure of the gyro-center mobility only come from the gyro-averaging, and the guiding center mobility is independent of the kinetic energy. The excellent fitting by the $J_0^2(k_\rho \rho)$ function indicates that the second (bounce) invariant of the ion is broken by the nonlinear ExB drifts, which still allows gyro-averaging effects. The drift-bounce resonance (Chen 1999) is not important for the ions with thermal energy, so that there is no guiding center orbit averaging effects (Zhang and Lin 2013). This is consistent with the fact that the ITG linear growth rate is larger than the ion bounce frequency.

These results show that the ion transport in the ITG turbulence is dominated by the nonlinear ExB scattering, due to the breaking of the longitudinal invariant. The linear and nonlinear resonances due to the time variations of the turbulence fields is subdominant. We conjecture that the nonlinear resonance is weaker than the linear resonance or nonlinear scattering since the ITG instability saturation is primarily due to zonal flow regulation, which significantly reduces the ITG turbulence intensity (Lin et al 1998).
3. CTEM turbulence

To study the CTEM turbulence, we use the plasma parameters described above but with the ITG of $R_0/L_T = 2.2$ and electron temperature gradient of $R/L_T = 6.9$. For these parameters, the wave propagation is in the electron direction, and the linear mode structure is consistent with CTEM features, showing that the CTEM is the dominant instability (Xiao and Lin 2009). The trapped electrons dynamics are simulated by the drift kinetic equation using the fluid-kinetic hybrid electron model (Lin et al 2007b) and the passing electrons are assumed to be adiabatic. The time evolution of the CTEM-induced electron heat transport, ion heat transport and particle transport from the simulation is shown in figure 4. The self-consistent particle flux $\Gamma = \int d^3v \delta f E \times B$ is used to define the particle diffusivity $D$ by using the relation $\Gamma = -D \nabla n$. The CTEM instability initially grows exponentially in the linear regime, with linear growth rate $\gamma_{\text{lin}} = 0.55 v_i/R_0$. At $t = 50 R_0/v_i$, the mode reaches a nonlinear regime when the radial averaged electrostatic potential $e \delta \phi_{\text{rms}} T_e \sim 0.01$. In the nonlinear regime, electron heat flux, ion heat flux, and particle flux saturate around $t = 60$–80 $R_0/v_i$ to reach a fully developed turbulence.

In the wave-dominated turbulence, electron transport is induced by the breaking of the precession adiabatic invariants mostly by linear resonance due to the time variations of the fluctuating fields. The nonlinear scattering of electron banana orbits cannot break the longitudinal invariant, but lead to a much weaker radial de-tuning, where trapped electron precessional frequency changes slowly when the banana orbit moves across the flux-surface (Xiao and Lin 2011). To verify the dominance of the linear resonance, we compare the transport between fully self-consistent simulation with dynamic fields and test-particle simulation with fixed turbulence fields at $t = 80 R_0/v_i$. We find that the electron transport levels rapidly decrease with GAM oscillations after the fields are fixed. The electron heat conductivity in figure 4(a) and particle diffusivity in figure 4(c) eventually drop to a very low level with fixed turbulence fields, indicating the dominance of the linear resonance in driving the electron transport. The relaxation

Figure 4. Time history of (a) electron heat conductivity $\chi_e$, (b) ion heat conductivity $\chi_i$, and (c) particle diffusivity $D$ with self-consistent dynamic fields (blue lines) and with fixed fields in the nonlinear regime (black lines). Electron heat and particle transport drops to a very low level when fields are fixed, while ion heat transport level changes only slightly.
time of the transport levels is around 15 $R_0/v_f$, which is determined by the orbital phase mixing time, approximately equal to the CTEM wave period. With the static electric fields, most of the electron orbits are confined due to the conservation of energy, magnetic moment, and longitudinal invariant. On the other hand, the ion heat conductivity from the fixed turbulence fields changes only quantitatively, within a factor of 2 compared with that from the self-consistent fields, suggesting that the ExB scattering dominates the ion nonlinear dynamics in CTEM turbulence, where the ion longitudinal invariant is broken by the nonlinear ExB drift. When we pick a different restart time to freeze the CTEM turbulence fields, the heat and particle transport changes are qualitatively the same.

In the test-particle simulations, the turbulence autocorrelation time is infinity. The autocorrelation time is longer than the dominant timescale of the decorrelation process underlying transport, for example the eddy rotation time in the CTEM and the wave-particle decorrelation time in the ITG turbulence (Xiao and Lin 2009). Therefore, eliminating the turbulence auto-decorrelation should not affect the electron and ion transport qualitatively. The lack of temporal decorrelation may explain quantitative differences of the ion transport between self-consistent simulations and test-particle simulations of the ITG and CTEM turbulence. Furthermore, in the ITG simulations, electrons are adiabatic, so there is no particle transport. On the other hand, in CTEM simulations, ion particle transport level is the same as the electron particle transport level due to the quasi-neutrality condition. This difference in the ion particle transport may also cause quantitative differences in the ion transport in the CTEM and ITG turbulence.

In figure 4, the ion and electron particle diffusivity are identical to the self-consistent turbulence fields as expected from the quasi-neutrality condition, but has a small difference in the residues with fixed turbulence fields, which can be caused by the breaking of quasi-neutrality condition when the gyrokinetic Poisson’s equation (i.e. quasi-neutrality condition) is no longer solved when the non-parallel component of the electrostatic potential is fixed. To test the role of the self-consistent zonal flows, we perform the same simulations of the ITG and CTEM turbulence by fixing both the zonal flow and the non-zonal components of the turbulence fields. The electron and ion heat transport evolves in a similar trend without the GAM oscillation. In the CTEM turbulence, ion particle flux remains a finite value, and deviates dramatically from electron particle flux.

To further verify the importance of the linear resonance and nonlinear scattering in driving electron and ion transport, respectively, we study the phase space structures of ion and electron mobility. We continue to use $(E, \lambda)$ as the phase space coordinate for ions and electrons. For trapped electrons, $1-\varepsilon < \lambda < 1 + \varepsilon$. In this diagnosis, ions and electrons are selected from around the $r = 0.5a$, therefore $\varepsilon = rR_0=0.18$, and $0.82 < \lambda < 1.18$. For both species there are 10 bins in each dimension, and more than 5000 particles in each bin. For enhanced statistics all the values are averaged over a time period of $25R_0/v_f$.

In the CTEM turbulence, trapped electron motion is not purely diffusive (Xiao and Lin 2011), and the mobility calculated in equation (1) is no longer a good representation for the heat conductivity and particle diffusivity. Therefore, we use the effective heat conductivity defined as $\chi_{eff} = q(E, \lambda)/T(n_0\nabla E)$ to represent the phase space distribution of the heat conductivity by using the heat flux at a local phase space position. The distribution of the electron effective heat conductivity in the nonlinear stage in figure 5(a) is consistent with previous CTEM simulation results using Lagrangian analysis (Xiao and Lin 2011), which verifies that $\chi_{eff}$ is a proper substitute for trapped electron transport.

Figure 5(a) indicates that before freezing the fluctuating fields, electron heat transport mainly comes from the contribution of deeply trapped particles around the energy $\sim 4T_e$. The resonance condition for a trapped particle is $\omega = n_0\omega_{pe} + p\omega_B$, in which $\omega$ is the real frequency of the field, $\omega_{pe}$ and $\omega_B$ are the precessional and bounce frequency, and $n$ is the toroidal mode number. Take $p = 0$ since electron bounce motion is much faster than the CTEM frequency, we can get the precessional resonance condition $\omega = n_0\omega_{pre}$. The linear CTEM frequency is nearly dispersiveless, with $\omega_{lin} = 1.52 k_\theta p_i/v_i/R_0 = 0.017\nu_i/R_0$ for the range of $0 < k_\theta p_i < 1$. The nonlinearly dominant mode is $k_\theta p_i = 0.3$ with $n = 27$ in the nonlinear regime. This gives $\omega/n = 0.034\nu_i/R_0$, which is consistent with the mobility distribution in figure 5(a). We note that the nonlinear CTEM frequency is about twice the linear CTEM frequency. The physics of this nonlinear CTEM frequency shift will be investigated in future study. After the fields are fixed, the distribution became almost uniform with small values, as
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shown in figure 5(b). This is also consistent with our observation in figure 4, which indicates that the electron transport due to the nonlinear ExB drifts is very small because of the conservation of the longitudinal invariants. The structure of the ion mobility is shown in figure 6, which exhibits similar features as observed in the ITG turbulence, and indicates that the ion bounce invariant is also broken by the nonlinear ExB drifts in the CTEM turbulence. However, we note that in the CTEM simulations the phase space integrated ion mobility does not exactly match the measured heat conductivity, indicating that the ion species are not purely diffusive in the CTEM turbulence.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the effect of wave-particle resonance on turbulent transport in fusion plasmas is studied using global gyrokinetic particle simulations of the ITG and CTEM turbulence. To summarize the results from CTEM and ITG simulations, electron transport is primarily driven by wave-particle resonance, and the ion transport is driven by nonlinear wave-particle scattering. For trapped electrons, since the nonlinear decorrelation is weak (Xiao and Lin 2009), the first and second adiabatic invariants \((\mu, J_\parallel)\) are conserved, and the linear precessional resonance (with the resonance condition \(\omega = n\omega_{pre}\)) breaks the precession adiabatic invariant (toroidal canonical angular momentum), which induces the radial transport. After the field is fixed in the simulation, \(\omega = 0\), the electron transport reduces greatly due to the removal of the linear and nonlinear resonance. The nonlinear frequency associated with ExB drift might induce small transport by breaking the precession invariant. When the turbulence fields are fixed, the ion transport levels do not encounter qualitative change. These results might be able to explain the strong linear resonance observed in the transport of trapped electrons, and weak linear resonance observed in the transport of ions. Although in the simulations presented here, the measured transports are from the thermal species in the ITG and CTEM turbulence, the transport mechanisms apply to any species including the energetic particles, in terms of breaking of the constants of motion. Therefore, the physics discussed here is applicable to any species, but depending on wave-particle resonance channel. The modeling of turbulent transport in new experimental scenarios and future tokamaks is a complicated integrated task that depends strongly on the specific geometry and plasma parameters. Reduced models (e.g. Monte Carlo codes using fixed turbulence fields) need to be verified by first-principle codes for the prediction of transport levels. The findings reported in this paper confirm the different transport mechanisms for different species in the ITG and CTEM turbulence, and can help verify the validity and applicability of analytical and computational tools for modeling the particle and heat transport in present and future toroidal plasma devices.
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